
nues of research in our fight against cancer. The outcome
after radioimmunotherapy (RIT) of bulk tumors (d > 1 cm)
with radiolabeledantibodies can be monitoredby external
imaging of the tumor using radiographic and nuclear mcd
icine techniques (1) and correlatedwith the absorbed dose
to the tumor. Such tumorsaremost effectively treatedwith
radionucides which emit energetic beta-particles because
they effectively cross-irradiatethe malignant tissue while
depositing most of their energy in the tumor (2â€”6).In
contrast to tumors of macroscopic dimensions (d > 1 cm),
IUT of ve,y small micrometastases (d < 0.1 cm) cannot be
evaluated with external imagingtechniques because of in
herent resolution limitations of the imaging equipment.
Consequently, approaches developed to treat small clus
ters of cancer cells must be primarily based on theoretical
calculations. Howell et al. (7) have suggested that radio
nucides which emit low-energy electrons (e.g., l93mPt),
with ranges in tissue of the order of the radius of the
micrometastases, will deliver higher doses to the cluster
than energetic beta emitters while only minimally irradiat
ing the surrounding tissue. Similar advantages are cx
pected from alpha emitters (8,9).

When radioimmunoconjugates are distributed in a mi
crometastasis, there are three contributions to the ab
sorbed dose to a given cell in the cluster: (1) self-dose (sd),
which results from the radionucide localized in the same
cell; (2) cross-dose (cd), which comes from the radiations
emanating from all other cells in the cluster; and (3) the
dose received from radioactivity distributed elsewhere
(e.g., circulating antibody, etc.). The self-dose is highly
dependenton the subcellulardistributionof the radiochem
ical, and type and energy of the emissions (7,10). In con
trast, the cross-dose is relatively independent of subcellu
lar localization and primarily dependent on radiation
properties. With so many different variables (particle en
ergy, radiationtype, cluster size, subcellular distribution,
fraction of cells labeled) affecting the total dose that is
likely to be given to the cells in a very small tumor, it is
importantto understandthe role of these variables so that

In radioimmunotherapy, the treath@entof bulk tumors by radio
nuclides that emit energetic beta particles is the preferred ap
proach. However,forthe eradicationof smatldusters of cancer
cells, radionudidesthatemitAugerelectronsoralphapartldes
are considered to be advantageous because of their ability
to deposit radla@onenergy locally.If such radionudidesare
internalized bythe cells, the total dosetothe cell nudei is thought
to be primarilydeterminedby the self-dose (dose to cell flu
deus from activity within the cell) in comparison to the cross
dose (dose to the cell nucleus from activityin all other cells).
Methods and Results : The seff-dose-to-cross-doseratios to
the cell nudeus were calculatedfordifferentclustersizes (26-
400 @m)v@thmonoenergebcelectronand alpha partide sources
distributed uniformly in different cell compartments (cell surface,
cytoplasm, nudeus). Model calculations were also performed for
several radionuclides(Auger,beta and alpha emitters).Ab
sorbedfractionsfor sourcesof monoenerge@celectronandat
pha particles, distributeduniformlyin small spheres (26-5000
/hm),were also calculated along w@iS-values for a number of
radionuclides.Conclusions: Whenmostofthecells inthe clus
terare labeledwithbetaoralphaemitters,the cross-dosecorn
ponent of the total dose is importantirrespectiveof duster size
and subcellularsourcedistributionand increasesas the duster
size increases. The self-dose is always importantfor Auger
emitters.Whenthe self-doseis negligible,the meanabsorbed
dose to the cell nudei is well representedby the mean dose to
the micrornetastasis.
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he potential of radiolabeled immunoconjugates to se
lectively seek malignant cells and destroy them has at
tracted considerable attention, and has opened new aye
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TABLE I
Numberof CellsinClose-PackedMutticellularClusters

Clusterdiameter 26 39 48 56 70 89 106 200 400
(urn)

Numberofcells 13 43 79 135 249 531 935 5979 47453
induster

better approaches may be developed to treat microme
tastases.

The present work systematically examines the self-dose
and cross-dose contributionsfrom intracellularradioactiv
ity within small micrometastases. Model calculations are
performed to obtain self-dose-to-cross-dose (sd/cd) ratios
to cell nuclei in multicellularclusters rangingfrom26 to 400

@min diameter. The cells in the cluster are labeled with
monoenergetic electron and alpha particle sources distrib
uted uniformlyin differentcell compartments(cell surface,
cytoplasm and nucleus). Similarcalculations are also car
ned out for a variety of radionuclidesincludingalpha, beta
and Auger emitters. The effect oflabeling only a fractionof
the cells in the cluster is examined as well. These calcula
tions show that under some circumstances, the mean ab
sorbed dose to the multicellular cluster as a whole provides
an adequate description of the dose received by the cell
nuclei. Accordingly, self-absorbedfractionsfor monoener
getic electron and alpha emitters distributed uniformly in
small spheres of unit density matter are also provided. In
those instances where dosimetry at the cellular level is of
importance, simple methods to estimate the mean ab
sorbed dose to the cell nuclei of the labeled cells without
resorting to complex modeling are discussed.

COMPUTAI1ONALMETHODS

Multicellular Cluster Model
Dosimetrymodelingof cells in close-packedgeometry

has been a topic of interest for some time. Tisljar-Lentulis
et al. (11) used such a model to examine the microdosim
etiy of 239Puand 1311.Sastryet a!. (12)andHowellet al. (7)
determinedthe optimalenergy for RH' of micrometastases
with electron emitters. A similarmodel was also employed
by Makrigiorgoset al. (13) to investigate the dose enhance
ment observed for Auger emitters when individual cells
within an organ accumulated large amounts of activity.
Recently, Humm et al. (9) and Stinchcomb and Roeske (8)
also applied a multicellularmodel for applications in lilT.

The model used in this work is adoptedfromthe work of
Sastzy et al. (12) and Howell et a!. (7). The spherical
multicellular cluster is assumed to be a collection ofcells in
close-packed cubic geometry such that 74% of the cluster
volume is occupied by the cells and 26% by the interstitial
spaces. The cells are sphericalwith diametersof 10 @mand
contain a concentric spherical nucleus 8 @min diameter.
Cluster diameters ranging from 26 @mto 400 pm are con
sidered (Table 1). The cells, cell nuclei, and interstitial
spaces are considered to be unit density matter (14). Ra
dioactivity may be distributed uniformly in any one of the

following compartments: (1) throughout the cell (C); (2)cell
surface (CS); (3) cytoplasm (Cy); or (4) nucleus (N).
Followingthe MIRD Schema (15), the mean absorbed
dose rate D to target region k in the target cell in the cluster
is given by

Dk@@h@ @:@ {ar@hi +@ ar(@1@i)i}.

Eq.1

where mk is the mass of the target region, A1is the mean
energy emitted per nuclear transition for the ith radiation
component, and a@'@and ar arc the activity in source
region h of the target cell and â€œjthwith nontarget cell,â€•
respectively. The absorbed fraction@ is the fraction
of the ith energy component emitted by activity in source
region h within the jth nontarget cell that is deposited in
target region k in the targetcell, and@ is the cellular
self-absorbed fraction (10).

The absorbed fraction &@his given by

@cx@ dEil

l@k@â€”h J @k.â€”h(X) @IX(E@-
0

dx, Eq.2

where @kk+@@h(x)is the geometric reduction factor, E is the
initial energy of the ith particulate radiation component,
X(E@)is the range of a particle ofenergy E, x is the distance
traveled by the particle, and dE,/dX is the stopping power
of the particulateradiation.For electrons, Cole (14) exper
imentallydeterminedthat the electron energy E@(key) and
range X (ii.m)in unit density matter are related by

Ee 5.9(X + 0.007)0.565 + 0.00413X'33 0.367. Eq 3

Differentiation of Equation 3 yields the energy loss expres
sion for electrons

dEe/dX = 3.333(X + 0.007) 0.435@ 0.0055XÂ°-33. Eq.4

Hence, dE@/dXIx@)_Xis the energy loss expression (Equa
tion 4) evaluated at â€˜X(E,)â€”x', the residual range of the
particle after passing a distance of x through the medium.
For alphaparticles, Ea 390 X@ and dEJdX = 260 X'@
(10). Integration of Equation 2 using these energy loss
expressions ensures that the dose calculation takes into
account the changes in LET of the particles as they tra
verse the cells in the cluster.

The geometric factor@ is the mean probability
that a randomlydirectedvector of length x startingfrom a
random point within the source region h ends within the
target region k (Fig. 1) (16). This algebraic form of the
geometric factor depends on the radii of the cell R@and cell
nucleus RNand the subcellulardistributionof the radioac
tivity in the cells of the cluster. In our previous communi
cation (10), the geometricfactors if@h(x)used for calculat
ing cellular absorbed-fractious4@h(x) were provided for
radioactivity distributed in any one of four source regions h
within the cell as listed above. Similarly, in the present work,
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Self-Absorbed Fractions and S-values for Small
Spheres

Because complex multicellular dosimetry is sometimes
not needed to adequatelydescribe the dose received by the
cells within a micromctastasis, it is useful to calculate self
absorbed fractions for uniform distributionsof hypotheti
cal monoenergetic electron and alpha emitters in small
spheres (26â€”5000j@min diameter).Similarly,S-values for a
number of radionucides arc calculated for convenience.
These calculations were performed using the computer
code of Goddu et al. (10)which is valid for both cellular
and macroscopic dimensions. Computationalresults were
spot-checked against the code of Howell et al. (4).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Alpha, beta and Auger emitters have all been promoted
as candidatesfor radioimmunotherapy(2â€”4,6). The useful
ness of each class of emitter largelydepends on the size of
the tumor, the fraction of cells labeled within the tumor,
and the subcellular distribution of the radioactivity. The
present multicellularmodel calculations permitan in-depth
examination of the unique complications involved in the
dosimetry of very small micrometastases.

Multicellular Dosimetry
The computationalresults presented in Figure2 examine

the dependence of the mean ratio of self-dose-to-cross
dose to the cell nucleus (sd/cd ratio) as a function of dcc
tron energy. The monoenergetic electron sources arc as
sumed to be uniformlydistributedin either the cytoplasm
or nucleus of the cells, or on the cell surface. Each cell
contains the same activity. It is clear that for large clusters
(d = 400 pm), the self-dose contributesless than 10%of the
total dose to the cell nucleus for electron energies greater
thanabout30 keV regardlessof the subcellulardistribution
of the activity. This is largely true for the 106 .&mcluster,
with perhaps intranuclearlocalization of the radioactivity
being the exception. Below 20â€”30keY, the importanceof
the self-dose increases dramaticallywith it being the dom
inantcontributionto the dose to the cell nucleus at energies
less than 10 kcV. Also shown in Figure 2 is the upward
trend in sd/cd ratios as the size of the cluster decreases.
For very small clusters (i.e., < 100 gm), where the cross
fire is limited because of the small number of cells, the
self-dose plays an importantrole for all subcellular distri
butions and all energies.

The results shown in Figure 3 for monoenergetic alpha
particles are similar to those portions of the curves in
Figure 2 for electrons having ranges of several cell diame
ters or more in unit density matter(>50 keV). Because the
range of the alpha particles is also several cell diameters,
the cross-dose component of the dose to the cell nucleus is
of greatest importance. In fact, the self-dose only plays a
major role when the alpha emitter is localized in the cell
nuclei of very small clusters (e.g., â€”26sm).

Figures 2 and 3 suggest that when 100%of the cells in the
cluster are labeled, the self-dose is usually small for alpha

FiGUREI. Geometryforcross-dosecalculationsinmulticellular
clusters.Theradiiofthecells(Re)andcellnudei(Rf%@)are5 @mand
4 pin, respectively.The parameterz is the distance between the
centersof thecells,andx is a vectorof lengthx thatbeginsat a
random point within the source region h (filled region) of the source
celland ends inthe targetregionk (cross-hatchedregion)of the
targetceO.

the nontargctto targetgeometric factors if@(x) for calcu
latingthe cross-dose are given in the Appendix.

Absorbed fractions for electrons and alpha particles arc
calculated by numerical integrationof Equation 2 using a
FORTRAN 77 code running on a UNIX-based HP9000
series 800 computer. Dose rates to cells in the cluster are
computed using Equation 1 and the calculated absorbed
fractions.

Radlonuclldes and RadIation Spectra
Several radionuclides arc considered in these model cal

culations. Auger electron emitters considered include51Cr,
67Ga, @Tc,â€œIn,123!,â€˜@I,201'fl,l93mp@and @Â°3Pb.The
radiationspectra for these Auger emitterswere taken from
the recent AAPM Task Group Report (17). Calculations
are also performedfor the beta emitters32P, @S,@Rb,89Sr,
9oY,9lY, ll4mlfl,@ 208'@fland 212Pbusing radiation spectra
from Weber et al. (18). Because use of the mean beta
energy can introduce errors in cellular dosimetry (7,10), it
is essential to use radiationspectra that reflect the contin
uous natureof the beta-spectrum. Browne et al. (19) have
conveniently binned the beta-particlespectra in a logarith
mic manner with respect to energy for all radionucides.
Hence, beta-particle components of Weber et al.'s spectra
(18) are replaced with these. The final radionucides con
sidered arc the alphaemitters 210po,212Biand212Po(18). In
addition to the numerous radionuclidesconsidered above,
multicellulardosimetry calculations are also carriedout for
hypothetical emitters of monoenergetic electrons (10
keVâ€”1MeV) or alpha particles (3â€”10McV).
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FiGURE 3. Ratioofthe sell-dose-to-the cell nudeus-to-the mean
cross-dose-to-the cell nudeus as afunction ofalpha partide energy.
Eachcellinthe multicellularduster containsthe same actMtyof a
monoenergeticalphapartideemitterthatis uniformlydistributedin
one ofthreecellcompartments:cellnudeus(solidline),cytoplasm
(dashed line) and cell surface (dotted line). Three different duster
diametersareconsidered(26 im, 106 @smand400 sm). Notethat,
ingeneral,theself-dosedoesnotconstitutethemajorcontributionto
the total dose delivered to the cell nudeus.

calculations suggest that multicellular dosimetry may play
a key role in Rif of micrometastases althoughwe note that
1%labeling may not be likely in very small clusters.

Given the potential role of multicellular dosimetry in
Rif, it is also interesting to examine the effect of cluster
size on the sd/cd ratios. Figures 5â€”7show the sd/cd ratios
as a function of the cluster diameterfor @Â°Y,210poand 1@I,
respectively. In all three cases, the self-dose constitutes a
majorfractionof the total absorbed dose to the cell nuclei
when 10%of the cells in the cluster arc labeled, and sub
cellulardistributionsubstantiallyimpacts the sd/cd ratio in
these cases. For 100%labeling, the self-dose is important
only when the cluster diameter is very small, with the
exception of the Auger emitter â€˜@Iwhere the self-dose is
nearly always significant.Because of the importanceof the
self-dose in the case of Auger emitters, sd/cd ratios for cell
surface distribution FN,@ are provided in Table 2 for
100% labeling with several common radionucides of this
type including 51Cr, 67Ga, @â€œ@Tc,â€œIn, 1@I,@ l93mp@,
20111and @Â°@Pb.There are substantial variations in the
ratiosbetween the various Auger emitterswhich are due to
the markeddifferences in the details of theirradiationspec
tra (17). In addition, the cluster size has a pronounced
impact on the sd/cd ratio. The diameterof the cell and cell
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ALPHAPARTICLEENERGY(MeV)

ELECTRONENERGY(key)

FiGURE 2. Dependence of the ratio of the Self-dOse-tO-thecell
nudeus to the mean cross-dose-to-the cell nudeus on electron
energy.@@JlcellsinthemulticellulardustercontainthesameactMty
of a monoenergetic electron emitter that usuniformlydistnbuted in
eitherthe cellnudeus(solidline),cytoplasm(dashedline)or on the
cell surface (dotted line).Three differentduster diameters are con
s@ered(26 @m,106 @imand 400 sm). Note that the self-dose
dominates at low electron energies for all duster sizes and all sub
cellular dlatributions. Furthermore, the self-absorbed dose plays a
key role for all energies and all subcellular distributions when the
duster size @isvety small. Asthe cluster size increases, the role of the
self-dosebecomesminimal.

emitters and energetic electron emitters. However, it may
be that only a fractionof cells in the cluster are labeledwith
radioactivity. Figure 4 shows dose proffles on a cell by cell
basis as one moves across the cluster for three radionu
cides (90Y,210p0or â€˜@I)distributeduniformlyin either the
nucleus or on the cell surface. Either 1%, 10%or 100%of
the cells in the 400-nm diameter cluster are randomly la
beled. These radionucides were selected as examples of
beta, alpha and low-energy Auger electron emitters, re
spectively. Clearly, the subcellular distribution of the radi
onuclides and the self-dose play an increasingly important
role in the dose profile as the fraction of cells that are
labeled decreases. This is true for alpha, beta and Auger
emitters alike, although the greatest effect on the dose
proffles is seen for the Auger emitter 1@I.For example,
when 90Yis localized in the nucleus (cell surface) of only
1%of the cells, the labeled cells receive a dose 4â€”12(2â€”5)
times greaterthan the unlabeled cells. Factors of the order
of 100 and 1000are observed for â€˜@Iwhen 10%and 1%of
the cells are randomlylabeled, respectively (Fig. 4). These
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FiGURE 5. Ratioofthe self-dose-to-the cell nudeus-to-the mean
cross-dose-to-the cell nudeus as a function of multicellularduster
diameter for the high-energy beta emitter @Â°Y.The radloactMty is
uniformlydistributedin eitherthe cellnudeus (sdid line),cytoplasm
(dashed line)or cell surface (dotted line),and is confined to 10% or
100% of the cells in the duster. These curves show that the self
dose can be significantfor beta emitters when the duster diameter
@Issmall and when only a small fraction of the cells are labeled.
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nucleus may have a substantial effect as well (9). The
tabulated ratios FN@ for cell surface distribution are
relatively small and range from about 0.02 to about 2.7.
Withthe exception of51Cr,the sd/cd ratios for cytoplasmic
localization FN@ are about two times larger than the
ratios for surface distribution FN.,..I-@(Table 2, last col
umn). The highly localized nature of energy deposition by
Auger emitters (20) is clearly indicated in column 7 of
Table 2. When Auger emitters are lOcaliZedin the nucleus
of the cells in the cluster, the sd/cd ratios are enhanced by
about 8â€”35times compared to localization on the cell sur
face. The enhancement for 51Cr(85,000) is much greater
because most of the electrons emitted have very short
ranges (< 1 @m)and therefore the cross-dose contribution
is negligible. The therapeutic gain realized by introducing
these radionuclides into the nucleus is apparent.This gain
may be furtherenhanced by up to a factor of 10 due to the
high values of relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of
Auger emitters when localized in the cell nucleus (21â€”25).

The above examinationof the dependence of the sd/cd
ratios on a variety of parametersprovides insight into the
relative importance of the self-dose and cross-dose in PiT of
micrometastases. However, it is the absorbed dose to the cell
nucleiofthc clusterthatis ofprincipalimportance.The sd/cd
ratiospresentedin Table 2 and Figures2, 3 and 5â€”7may be
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FiGURE 7. Ratioofthe self-dose-to-the cell nucleus-to-the mean
cross-dose-to-the cell nudeus as a function of multicellularduster
diameter for the Auger emitter 1@l.The radloactMLyIs uniformly
distributed in either the cell nucleus (solid line), cytoplasm (dashed
line)or cellsurface(dottedline),and isconfinedto 10%or 100%of
the cells inthe duster. The self-dose always constitutes a significant
fraction of the total absorbed dose to the cell nudeus for Auger
emthers.

to the cell nuclei using Equation 5, consider a 200-@&m
diameter cluster containing 1@Iunifonnly distributed on
the surface of the cells (R@= 5 @m,RN = 4 pm). Taking
FN@ (â€˜@I)= 0.0983fromTable2 andS@7@= 1.40x

Eq. 5 io-4 Gj/Bq . 5 from Goddu et al. (10), one obtains 1.56 x
io@ A@. Themeandoseto thecellnucleiforsurface
distribution is then 1.56 x i03 (3y per unit cumulated
activity in the cell (Bq s). Similar calculations may be

performedfor alphaandbeta emittersusing the sd/cd ratios
in Figures 2 and 3 and the S-values (10).

Although calculation of cellular doses within multicellu

FiGURE & Ratioofthe self-dose-b-the ceNnucleus-to-the mean
cross-dose-to-the cell nudeus as a function of multicelkilarduster
dlameter for the alpha emitter 210p0,@@@ uniformly
distributed In either the eel nucleus (solid line), cytoplasm (dashed
line)or cellsurface(dottedline),and is confinedto 10%or 100%of
the cells in the duster. These curves are very similar to those
obtainedfor the beta emitter @Yand show that the self-doseis
significantfor alpha emitters when the duster diameter is small and
when only a small fraction of the cells are labeled.

used to calculate the total mean absorbeddose (self-dose +
cross-dose) to the cell nuclei of the labeled cells 15@h

1)N4..@h@hSN4...h(1 @F@h)

The quantities@ and@ are the mean cumulated
activity in a labeled cell and the cellular S-value (10),
respectively. The cellular S-values are tabulated conve
niently in our earlier report for a numberof radionucides
(10). As an example of calculating the mean absorbed dose

TABLE 2
Self-Dose-to-Cross-Dose Ratios for Auger Electron Emitters
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3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ALPHAPARTiCLEENERGY(MeV)
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(Gy/Bq-5)26
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FiGURE 8. Absorbed fractionsfor sources of monoenergetic
electrons distributed uniformlyin spheres of unit density matter.

lar cluster models sheds light on a number of important
dosimetric considerations, the application of such calcula
tions to predict biologic effect (e.g., eradication of the
micrometastases) remains tenuous. Calculation of the ab
sorbed doses received by the cells within an in vivo mi
crometastasis requires detailed informationon the geome
try of the cluster, as well as biokinetic data on the uptake,
clearance and subcellular distribution of radioactivity
within each cell of the cluster. To further complicate mat
ters, subcellular distribution may vary with time. These
dataarc clearly difficultto acquire, particularlyfor the very

FIGURE 9. Absorbed fractions for uniform distribution of mo
noenergetic alpha particlesources Inspheres of unitdensity matter.

small metastases that are the topic of this work. Some
strides have been made, however, in gatheringsome of the
needed in vivo data using quantitative autoradiographic
techniques (26â€”28).Correlation of the doses calculated
fromthese datawith the biologic effect remainsa challenge
(29).

Mec@ Do@
In those instances where the self-dose plays little or no

role, the mean absorbed dose to the cell nuclei is essen
tially equal to the mean absorbed dose to the microme

TABLE 3
S-values for Spheres Contalnung UniformlyDistributed ActMty
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tastasis as a whole. Hence, the complex multicellular
structure may be abandoned in these instances and the
self-dose to the sphere may be calculated using conven
tional techniques (15). However, there is little information
available on absorbed fractions for particulate radiation
emitted from very small volumes. Accordingly, absorbed
fractions for a uniformdistributionof monoenergetic elec
tron sources in homogeneous spheres of unit density mat
ter are given in Figure 8 to facilitate absorbed dose calcu
lations for micrometastases. Data are provided in Figure 9
for monoenergetic alpha sources. For convenience, S-val
ues for calculation of self-absorbed doses to spherical re
gions containing uniformly distributed radioactivity are
given in Table 3 for a number of radionucides.

SUMMARY

The computationalresults described in the present work
provide guidance with regard to the dosimetry of very
small micrometastases. The relative importance of the self
dose and cross-dose delivered to the nuclei of the cells in
the clusterdependsstronglyon the type of radionucide
(alpha, beta and Auger), cluster diameter, subcellular dis
tributionand fraction of cells that are labeled. In general,
the cellularself-doseplays a primaryrole when Auger
emitters are used to treat micrometastases. However, the
cross-dose frequently constitutes the majority of the dose

deliveredby alphaandbeta emitters.The exceptionsto
this are when the cluster diameter is very small (<50 @m)
or when only a small fractionof the cells in the cluster are
labeled. When the cross-dose dominates, the mean ab
sorbed dose to the cell nuclei in the cluster is reasonably
well representedby themeanabsorbeddoseto thecluster
as a whole. Although many of the salient aspects of the
dosimetryof micrometastaseshavebeen addressedhere,
otherfactorsmay need to be takeninto accountsuch as
nonuniform distributions of activity in the cluster (7), clus
ter growth (30), cell size (9) and microdosimetric consid
erations (831,32). Finally, relating the absorbed doses cal
culatedat the cellularlevel to observedbiologicaleffects
(i.e., sterilization of the micrometastasis) may be difficult
and must account for dose rate effects (Z33) and RBE if
alpha or Auger emitters (21,23â€”25,34)are involved.

APPENDIX
The geometricfactorsil4fh(x) used for calculatingthe self

absorbed fraction for radioactivitywithin the cell were provided in
an earlierarticle(10). The geometricfactorsi@@x) used for
calculating the dose from neighboring cells (cross-dose) are given
below.Figure 1showsthe geometryof the source and target cell
withinthemulticellularcluster.Whenradioactivityis distributed
uniformly on the cell surface (ES) of the source cells, the geomet
nc factor for the target cell nucleus(N) is givenby

whenx zâ€”R@â€”RN
0

â€” 2R@ + R@ â€” 3zR@: + 3R@Z@ R@) Z@ + 3R@@zJ

whenzâ€”R@â€”RN x zâ€”R@+RN

@@x)=
when Rc RN

andzâ€”R@+RN x z+R@â€”RN
4WR@4

â€” 2R@ + R@ + 3zR@ + 3R@(z@ â€” R@) + z@ â€” 3R@z]

whenzâ€”RN+R@ x z+RN+R@

0
whenx@ z+RN+R@,

Eq. Al
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where Y = 1/l60zxR@.The geometricfactors .I@(x) and
ij@.j@(x)maybe obtainedby substitutingRNforR@andR@for
RN,respectively,in theaboveexpressionfor Ã§t@!@(x).

TheexpressionsabovemaybeusedwithEquation2 todirectly
calculate the absorbed fractions@ 4@@(x), 4@@(x),
and@ Usingthereciprocitytheorem(15), one mayoh
tam the quantity 4@Jx) from the above absorbed fractions.

mN /mca@s I@ a@ss
@ N.â€”C N.'â€”N

wherez is the distancebetweenthe centersof the sourceand
target cells (Fig. 1), x is the distance from a random point within
thesourceregionto a randompointinthetargetregion,andW =
l/(24zxR@). The parameters R@and RN are the radii ofthe cell and
cell nucleus,respectively.Whenthe entirecell is takenas the
target region, the geometricfactor Ã§l@j@(x)may be obtainedby
substitutingR@for RNin the above equation. These geometric
factors, which depend only on z, x, R@and RN, are relevant for
any givenpair of source and target cells and are thereforemdc
pendent of the manner in which the cells are packed into the
multicellularcluster (e.g.. hexagonal,body-centeredcubic, etc.).

When the radioactivity is distributed uniformly throughout the
source cell (C) and the nucleusof the target cell is taken as the
target region, the geometric factor @f.@!@x)is given by

Eq.A3

Thequantitiesm@,mNandmâ‚¬.@arethe massof the cytoplasm,
nudeus and cell, respectively. It should be noted that when the
source and target cell are separated by more than a few cell diam
eters, the quantities 4@@(x), 4@@(x), and 4@@Jx) are usually

whenx z â€”Rc RN

+@

+ 5x(6R@R@â€”6R@z@+ 8R@zâ€”3R@

-3R@+8zQ-6Qz@+z@)

- 4R@: + 15ZR@ - 20R@;(z2 _ R@)

+ 10Q(2R@+ z@â€”3zR@)

â€” z5 + 10R@z@ â€” 20R@JZ@ + 15R@z â€” 4R@]

cti@r'c= 8Y{â€”5x@+1&zx+5R@â€”5z@â€”R@j

-Y[x@-5&+ 1@(@-R@-R@)

+@

-I-5x(6R@R@â€”6R@z@â€”8R@z â€”3R@

- 3R@: 8zR@ - 6R@z@ +?)

+ 4R@+ 15zR@+ 20R@(Z@- R@)

+ 10R@@;(â€”2R@+ Z@ 3zR@)

when zâ€”R@â€”RNxzâ€”R@+RN

whenzâ€”R@+RNxszâ€”RN+Râ‚¬@

whenzâ€”RN+R@xz+RN+R@

whenx z + RN+ R(@,
Eq.A2
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appmximatelyequalto one another.That is, the cross-doseto the
targetcellis not stronglyaffectedby the subcellulardistributionof
theradionucideinthesourcecellwhentheseparationbetweenthe
sourceand targetcells is morethana few cell diameters.The
separationdistanceatwhichthedifferencein thesequantitiesbe
comesnegligibledependsprimarilyon the diametersof the celland
cell nucleus, and the range of the emitted radiations.
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